
A Team Grab Bragging Rights in Top of The Table Clash 

The highly anticipated A team versus B team clash was further spiced up with 

the knowledge that the winners would claim the top spot.  With York and 

Sheffield also in the mix and yet to play each other, the losers would likely drop 

to third place, so this was a true 6 pointer. 

The game opened with both midfields battling fiercely with few opportunities 

falling to either team.  The first chance fell to Aiden, who under pressure (from 

Harry), put his shot over the bar.  The B team responded with a slick move when 

Oli D found Tyronne and his shot flashed across the face of the goal.  Leeds A 

went close again when the ball fell to Aiden but Archie pushed his goal bound 

shot onto the post (pictured). 

 

Leeds A opened the scoring shortly after, when good work on the left from Noah 

found Alfie B with too much space in the box and he made no mistake with an 

assured finish.  The Whites almost bounced straight back when Oli T went close 

to equalising shortly after but his shot came of Harvey’s feet and, agonisingly, 

onto the post. The A-Team doubled their lead shortly after when George S 

attacked a near post corner and Perry was unable to keep his powerful header 

out. 

The B team lost their balance in the second period and the Yellows enjoyed their 

best period of the game and they went 3 goals up with a smart finish from 

Aiden. The whites had a chance to close the gap but Reece’s shot from distance 



missed the target with Harvey stranded off of his line.  The Yellow’s opened a 

five goal gap when Aiden scored his second of the game and Max pounced on a 

loose ball when the Whites failed to clear. 

The third period was the B teams most competitive and they got a goal back 

when Reece’s free kick from distance cleared the wall and left Harvey little 

chance.  Noah restored the 5 goal deficit with a smart run and finish.  This was 

an open spell of the game as the defences tired leaving space for both sets of 

strikers to enjoy.  A good move from the B-Team enabled them to score their 

second goal of the afternoon, when a precise pass from Lucas fed Oli T whose 

resulting shot rebounded off the post and Reece reacted quickest to score his 

second.  Reece claimed his hatrick shortly after when Jack intercepted a pass 

from defence and a fed the ball to Reece who finished well from a tight angle.  

 

The Whites had clawed the score back to 6 – 3, but the A-Team scored the last 

goal of the game when George S collected the ball on the halfway line and 

scored a fine individual goal at the near post (pictured).   



 

The Whites did enjoy some penetration down the left hand side when Lucas 

broke free but was unable to find a team mate in space.  This was a highly 

entertaining encounter with both teams matching each other for commitment 

but a poor second period consigned the B-Team to their second defeat of the 

season. 

 

 

Leeds B U11's 3 Leeds A U11's 7

Asst Scorer Period Scorer Period

0 - 1 Alfie 1

0 - 2 George S 1

0 - 3 Aiden 2

0 - 4 Aiden 2

0 - 5 Max 2

Oli T Reece 2 1 - 5

1 - 6 Noah 3

Jack Reece 2 2 - 6

Oli T Reece 2 3 - 6

3 - 7 George S 3

Score


